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Abstract
We investigate the usage of entity linking (EL)
in downstream tasks and present the first mod-
ularized EL toolkit for easy task adaptation.
Different from the existing EL methods that
deal with all the features simultaneously, we
modularize the whole model into separate parts
with each feature. This decoupled design en-
ables flexibly adding new features without re-
training the whole model as well as flow visu-
alization with better interpretability of the EL
result. We release the corresponding toolkit,
HOSMEL, for Chinese, with three flexible us-
age modes1, a live demo2, and a demonstration
video3. Experiments on two benchmarks for
the question answering task demonstrate that
HOSMEL achieves much less time and space
consumption as well as significantly better ac-
curacy performance compared with existing
SOTA EL methods. We hope the release of
HOSMEL will call for more attention to study
EL for downstream tasks in non-English lan-
guages.

1 Introduction

Entity linking (EL) is to extract the candidate men-
tions in the sentences and link them to their corre-
sponding entities in the knowledge bases (KB) such
as Freebase, Wikidata, and DBPedia. The linked
entities encode rich knowledge from the KB, which
can enhance many downstream tasks such as infor-
mation retrieval (Raviv et al., 2016), recommenda-
tion (Guo et al., 2020), question answering (Feng
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021a), and language
model pre-training (Zhang et al., 2019). As EL is
usually deployed in the pre-processing stages of
these tasks, an urgent demand for EL models is to
guarantee a high accuracy to prevent potential error
propagation.

∗Corresponding author.
1https://github.com/THUDM/HOSMEL
2https://www.aminer.cn/el/#/
3https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eh-

dJnKWJulPuZGsORii4fPW-zCmWS5k?usp=sharing

Existing researches have fully explored the EL
problem. From the matching-based methods (Chen
et al., 2020, 2022; Logeswaran et al., 2019; Yamada
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021c)
to the generation-based methods (Nicola De et al.,
2020; De Cao et al., 2021), the SOTA models such
as BLINK (Wu et al., 2020), GENRE (Nicola De
et al., 2020), and EntQA (Zhang et al., 2021c),
have considered different features such as mention,
entity subtitle, and entity description, resulting in
outstanding performances on various published EL
benchmarks.

However, the existing advanced models usually
aggregate all the features for training. Despite
their excellent performance, they are difficult to be
adapted to specific downstream tasks. Figure 2 il-
lustrates an EL example for answering the question
“What religion does Luke’s master believe in?”, by
which multiple mentions are detected and linked
to the entities in XLore4 (Jin et al., 2019a) — one
of the largest Chinese KBs. Depending only on
the subtitle description of an entity, the mention,
“Luke”, can be highly probably linked to both the en-
tity “Luke Skywalker” and “Luke Cage”5. Whereas
in this scenario, we can accurately find that the for-
mer better matches because it has a relation “mas-
ter” in XLore which is exactly the questioned as-
pect. This case presents a common phenomenon
that downstream tasks usually require additional
information invocation such as relation for better
EL results.

Generally, developers need to annotate specific
data and perform after treatments for EL model
adaption. (For the above example, we need to anno-
tate a new dataset such as the one including relation
as the additional feature for question answering and
retrain the EL model on the new dataset). However,
in the era of advanced large EL models, such data

4https://xlore.org/
5Luke Skywalker is a character in Star Wars and Luke Cage

is a Marvel superhero.
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annotation and model retraining is quite costly and
inefficient, which raises a natural question: Can
we develop an effective EL tool that can be easily
adapted to downstream tasks?

Presented work. We propose a HOt-Swappable
Modularized Entity Linking toolkit (HOSMEL) to
solve the above problem. Compared with existing
EL methods or toolkits, HOSMEL is more suitable
for the downstream tasks because of its following
characteristics:

• Low coupled modules. We modularize mention
filtering, mention detection, and entity disam-
biguation by each entity attribute, ensuring each
module can be trained separately and combined
freely.

• Incremental development. The decoupled
design turns the module of each step into a
hot-swappable module, which enables flexibly
adding the new features that were not previously
considered without retraining the whole model.

• Flexible to use (three usage modes). We de-
velop a corresponding toolkit for Chinese EL as
Chinese has gained less attention than English.
For flexible usage, we release three usage meth-
ods. The first one is a ready-to-use release for
directly invoking the API or accessing the web
application. The second one is a partial release
for users who prefer to include parts of the re-
lease as a pre-step to improve the recall of their
model. The third one is an easy-to-change re-
lease that enables adding additional features or
training with self-defined data.

• Flow visualization. The decoupled design also
enables a more explainable way for visualizing
the results of each module, which provides user
engineers a more effortless experience in decid-
ing the useful features for optimizing the best
outcome.

We select question answering as the downstream
task to evaluate the proposed HOSMEL. We con-
duct extensive experiments on two question answer-
ing benchmarks. The results reveal three major
advantages: (1) the training time of the lightweight
HOSMEL is reduced by 4-5 times compared with
two SOTA EL models, GENRE (Nicola De et al.,
2020) and EntQA (Zhang et al., 2021c), in advance,
the storage occupancy rate is also reduced by 78%
compared with EntQA. (2) HOSMEL can achieve

much better performance (+8.49-17.06% accuracy)
than the best baseline EntQA on less training data.
(3) We additionally evaluate the hot-swappable abil-
ity of HOSMEL and find that when adding a new
feature relation, HOSMEL can be quickly updated
and further improves 3.71-5.02% of accuracy.

Contributions. (1) We investigate the usage of
EL in downstream tasks and raise the problem of
adaptation for EL in downstream tasks. (2) We
design a hot-swappable modularized EL system
and release the corresponding toolkit in Chinese1

and a live demo2.

2 Problem Definition

A knowledge base (KB) E contains n entities de-
noted by E = {ei}ni=1. Each entity ei is associated
with a set of attributes denoted by Ai = {At

i}Tt=1

where At
i is the attributes of type t and T is the to-

tal number of attribute types. At
i is further denoted

by {atij}
nt
i

j=1 with atij as the j-th attribute of type t

and nt
i as the total number of attributes with type

t. For example, an entity usually contains a title, a
subtitle, a description, and multiple relations.

Problem 1. Entity Linking (EL): Given an input
text d = {w1, · · · , wn} and a KB E , the output of
EL is a list of mention-entity pairs {(mi, ei)}Ki=1,
where each mention mi is a text span extracted
from d, and each entity ei is included in E .

We assume each mention has a valid gold entity
in the KB and leave the out-of-KB prediction (i.e.,
nil prediction) to future works.

3 The Proposed HOSMEL

HOSMEL modularizes mention filtering, mention
detection, and entity disambiguation by each entity
attribute separately. Generally, given an input text,
HOSMEL first selects all the possible mentions
and then detects the useful ones, whose candidate
entities are then measured by each attribute of them
independently. Apart from mention filtering, each
subsequent step aggregates the scores of all the
previous steps and outputs a new top-K result to its
next. Figure 1 illustrates the overall framework of
the proposed HOSMEL, each step explained below.

3.1 Mention Filtering
Mention filtering is to filter out the possible men-
tions that can be linked to certain entities in KB. For
example, in Figure 2, the input contains mentions
“卢克(Luke)”, “信仰(religion)”, “师父(master)”,
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Mention Filtering
(Trie Tree)

Text

All
Mentions

Mention Detection
(Cross-encoder)

s(mention)

Text and mention

Top-K
mentions

Entity Disambiguation by Subtitle
(Cross-encoder)

s(mention)+s(subtitle)

Text, mention, and subtitle

Top-K
(mention,

entity) pairs

Entity Disambiguation by Relation
(Cross-encoder)

s(mention)+s(relation)

Text, mention, and relation

Top-1
(mention,

entity) pairs

克, ⽗, 克的, 

信, 仰, 师, 什么, 

的, 卢, 师⽗, 卢克, 

信仰

卢克师⽗的信仰是
什么?

(What religion does 
Luke's master 

believe in)

Module

Input

Example

 1. 卢克 (Luke)
       0.626
2. 师⽗ (master)
     -2.201
3. 信仰 (religion)
     -3.013

 1. 卢克·沃顿     (Luke Walton)       No Subtitle 
     0.626+(-2.030)=- 1 .404
2. 卢克·天⾏者  (Luke Skywalker) A character in Star Wars
     0.626+(-2.932)=-2.306
3. 卢克·凯奇     (Luke Cage)           Marvel Superhero
     0.626+(-3.5 1 9)=-2.893

 1 . 卢克·天⾏者  (Luke Skywalker) Master 
     -2.306+(  9.080)=  6.774
2. 卢克·凯奇     (Luke Cage)           Spouse
     -2.893+(-5.445)=-8.338
3. 卢克·沃顿     (Luke Walton)       Nationality
     - 1 .404+(-8.245)=-9.649

Figure 1: Illustration of the overall framework, where mention filtering, mention detection, entity disambiguation
by subtitle, and disambiguation by relation are modularized. Each module aggregates the scores of all the previous
modules and outputs a new top-K result to the next step.

etc. For this purpose, we build a Trie tree (Wilkes,
1974) with all the possible mentions, collected us-
ing titles and available alias names (Cf. Section A.2
for collecting details.) of all the entities in the
KB. Previous works usually omit the steps of men-
tion filtering and mention detection under the as-
sumption that the mentions in an input text are
known (Logeswaran et al., 2019; Yamada et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2020). Without this assumption,
we can simply resort to the above Trie tree to find
the mentions, because in our two EL benchmarks
for question answering, by this kind of mention
filtering, we can obtain an exceptionally high recall
of the ground truth entities (Cf. Section A.2 in Ap-
pendix for details). For the datasets with mentions
not exactly the same with the titles or alias names of
the entities, users can change this Trie tree to other
more suitable methods such as bi-encoder (Zhang
et al., 2021c).

3.2 Mention Detection
Mention detection determines the top-K important
mentions from all the possible mentions returned
by the previous step. For example, in Figure 2,
“卢克(Luke)” is more crucial to answer the ques-
tion than the other mentions. For this purpose,
we concatenate the input text d and a mention mi

into “d; [SEP ];mi” as the input of a cross encoder,
which is instantiated as MacBERT(Cui et al., 2020)
in this and the subsequent steps. Then we apply a
MLP layer on the CLS embedding of MacBERT
to obtain the probability of mi given d. We take
the logarithm of the probability as the mention’s
score s(mi) = log(P (mi|d)) and output the top-K
ranked mentions by s(mi) to the next step.

3.3 Entity Disambiguation
Entity disambiguation is to seek the correct entities
from the KB for the detected mentions. Thanks
to the Trie tree, we can quickly obtain the entity

candidates stored as (title/alias, entity identifier)
pairs with their title or aliases. For disambiguat-
ing an entity candidate, we match the input text
and the mention with each type of attribute inde-
pendently in the same way. Specifically, given an
attribute type t, we concatenate the input text d,
the mention mi, and an attribute atij of entity ei
into “d; [SEP ];mi; a

t
ij” as the input of MacBERT.

We also apply a MLP layer on the CLS embedding
to obtain the probability of attribute atij given d
and mi. We take the logarithm of the probability
as atij’s score and get the maximal score from all
the attributes At

i as the pooling score of At
i, i.e.,

s(At
i) = maxj log(P (atij |d,mi)). When a type

only has one attribute, such as a single subtitle, the
maximal score is the score of the single attribute.

Then we rank the entities by the score of each
(mi, ei) pair, which is computed by the logarithm
of the joint probability of mi and all the processed
attributes of ei given the input text d, i.e.,

s(mi, ei)=logP (A1
i , A

2
i , · · · , At

i,mi|d),

=s(mi) +
t∑

τ=1

s(Aτ
i ), (1)

where s(mi) and s(Aτ
i ) are the scores of the men-

tion mi and attributes Aτ
i respectively. The second

equation is obtained according to the assumption
of the independence of the mention and different
attributes. The derivation details can be referred
to Eq.(2) in Appendix. We return top-K ranked
(mention,entity) pairs by s(mi, ei) to the next step.

3.4 Training Strategy
The parameters of MacBERT are learned via op-
timizing the cross-entropy between the predicted
scores and the ground truth mentions or the en-
tity attributes. We train a separate MacBERT for
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computing each score, including the score of the
mention and the score of each attribute type respec-
tively. The training data is organized following the
setting of multiple-choice question answering. For
example, a data instance for training the mention
detection model needs to include the input text and
four candidate mentions, with one labeled as the
ground truth. While for training the entity disam-
biguation model by an attribute such as the subtitle,
it needs to include the input text, the mention to be
linked, and four candidate subtitles with the ground
truth label. Thanks to this separate training, we can
adjust each module without influencing other mod-
ules. A new feature can be easily added as we only
need to annotate a small amount of the training data
about the new feature rather than re-annotate a new
one with both the old and the new features.

4 The Usage of HOSMEL

We consider three different usage scenarios of the
proposed HOSMEL and release the corresponding
toolkit usage scripts with a live demo.

4.1 Ready-to-Use Release

The ready-to-use release is for users who need to
link the input text to the general Chinese open do-
main KB. For this purpose, we train HOSMEL on
XLore with the mention and entities’ title, subti-
tle, and relations as features and release the model
checkpoints. Users can download all the check-
points and use them by the following scripts:

1 t e x t = "卢克的师父信仰什么"
2 u r l = " h t t p : / / l o c a l h o s t : 9 8 9 9 /

readyToUse / "
3 d a t a = rq . u r l o p e n ( u r l + u r l l i b . p a r s e .

q u o t e ( t e x t ) ) . r e a d ( )
4 d a t a = j s o n . l o a d s ( d a t a . decode ( "UTF−8 "

) )
5 # {" d a t a " : [ "卢克 " , " bdi9202050 " ,
6 # 6 . 7 7 4 , "卢克的师父 " ] }

Live Demo. For this ready-to-use release, we also
provide a live demonstration to observe each step’s
outputs in our pipeline, including mention filtering,
mention detection, entity disambiguation by subti-
tle, and disambiguation by relation. In addition, it
also comes with clickable links to XLore for closer
observation of the entity. This could be useful for
users who prefer a visualized front-end webpage
for interpretability.

4.2 Partial Release

The partial release is for users interested in com-
pleting the EL process inside their downstream
models or using parts of our release for entity can-
didate retrieval from XLore instead of the whole
release. In this scenario, we expose each pipeline
step for users to determine where to stop according
to their needs. For example, if users only want to
use mention filtering, mention detection, and dis-
ambiguation by subtitle, they can use the following
scripts:

1 t e x t = "卢克的师父信仰什么"
2 f i l t e r e d _ m = f i l t e r _ m e n t i o n ( t e x t )
3 # [ "卢 " , "卢克 " , "什么 " , e t c . ]
4 d e t e c t e d _ m = d e t e c t _ m e n t i o n ( t e x t ,

f i l t e r e d _ m ,K=3)
5 # [ "卢克 " , "师父 " , "信仰 " ]
6 e n t i t i e s = d i s a m b i g u a t e _ b y _ s u b t i t l e (

t e x t , de tec ted_m ,K=3)
7 # [ [ "卢克 " , " bdi9203099 " , − 1 . 4 0 4 ] ,
8 # [ "卢克 " , " bdi9202050 " , − 2 . 3 0 6 ] ,
9 # [ "卢克 " , " bdi9201727 " , − 2 . 8 9 3 ] ]

Since loading the Trie tree into memory is time-
consuming, which would bring a poor experience
when debugging, we encapsulate the Trie tree into
a web service using flask.

4.3 Easy-to-Change Release

As we illustrated in Figure 2, using specific features
such as the relations of entities can potentially ben-
efit the EL for downstream tasks. We provide a
training script and a sample model usage imple-
mentation for users who have such a demand. In
order to add a new feature, HOSMEL requires the
users to: (1) format their training data into our for-
mat and (2) make a copy of the sample relation
usage, and re-write the generatePair method in
it to retrieve the required feature. If the users prefer
to change XLore into other KBs, they only need
to rebuild the Trie tree. More usage details can be
found in the released code and readme documents6.

5 Experiment

In this section, we use two question answering
benchmarks to evaluate the EL capacity of the pro-
posed HOSMEL and also show its ability to easily
add task-relevant features that can benefit the EL
performance.

6https://github.com/THUDM/HOSMEL
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Figure 2: Illustration of the live demonstration. The input example “卢克的师父信仰什么？(What religion does
Luke’s master believe in?)” contains the mention “卢克(Luke)” that can be linked to the entity “卢克·天行者(Luke
Skywalker)” with a relation “师父(master)”.

5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets.
KB. Since the 26,146,618 entities in XLore con-
tain many uncommon entities, we create a subset of
16,095,248 entities from it for better usage and eval-
uation. To ensure precision, we consider various
ways, such as ranking by edit times or removing
certain entity types, during filtering.
Test set. We choose KgCLUE(Xu et al., 2020) and
a hand-crafted dataset labeled by us as the test sets.
Both of them are for one-hop question answering
from the general Chinese open domain KB, each
containing 1, 673 and 1, 597 questions labeled with
the topic entities. We transfer KgCLUE’s questions
to our KB to increase ambiguity in order to chal-
lenge the EL model as our KB is much larger than
KgCLUE’s original KB (16M vs. 3M). Our dataset
provides various formats of questions for the same
answer, which also increases the EL difficulty.
Basic Training data. Unlike using hyperlinks and
anchor texts in previous works (Logeswaran et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2020), we use the entity descrip-
tions to construct a weak-supervised EL training
dataset because hyperlinks are not always available
in some KBs. Specifically, the description for each
entity is parsed for its title or alias name to compose

the training data, because the title or alias name oc-
curred in its own description is highly possible to
mention the entity, yielding a basic training data of
16 million (text, mention, entity subtitle) tuples.

Additional Training data for Question Answering.
Since relation name is commonly used in question
answering, we choose it as the additional feature.
KgCLUE’s training data, including 18,000 (ques-
tion, mention, entity relation) tuples, allows us to
train a model based on relation.

Baselines. We choose GENRE (Nicola De et al.,
2020) and EntQA (Zhang et al., 2021c), the repre-
sentations of the generative-based and matching-
based methods, to be compared with our HOSMEL,
as none of them need the pre-defined mentions,
which is the same as the proposed HOSMEL.

Evaluation Metrics. We use the topic entities’ top-
1 accuracy as the evaluation metric for EntQA and
HOSMEL. Since GENRE is different by returning
zero or multiple entities without scores, we use
recall for it instead of top-1 accuracy.

The details of the experimental settings can be
found in Section A.2 in Appendix.
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Table 1: Performance of all the models on the two
benchmarks, where EntQA and HOSMEL report the
top-1 accuracy and GENRE reports the recall rate.

KgCLUE Hand-crafted

GENRE 25.28 14.97
EntQA 80.99 60.34
HOSMEL 89.48 77.40
HOSMEL + Relation 94.50 81.15

Table 2: The recall rate of the mention detection result
by HOSMEL and the bi-encoder result by EntQA.

KgCLUE Hand-crafted

EntQA 89.36 82.02
HOSMEL 99.46 95.12

5.2 Experimental Results

Time and Space Efficiency. Figure 3 shows the
time and space cost of GENRE, EntQA, and HOS-
MEL. GENRE needs a full training of the entire
16 million training data to memorize the knowl-
edge of all the entities in its parameters. EntQA
also needs a full training of the dataset because
of its bi-encoder. Besides, EntQA needs an addi-
tional 60GB storage space for the learned entity
embeddings for quick retrieval while HOSMEL
and GENRE only need 3.5GB for the Trie tree. The
results demonstrate that HOSMEL is quite efficient
in both time and space. In advance, we measured
the average time used for inference. GENRE takes
21.39 seconds to process each test case, whereas
EntQA and HOSMEL respectively only need 0.32
seconds and 0.26 seconds to output the results.

Accuracy Performance. Table 1 shows the perfor-
mance of all the models on the two benchmarks,
KgCLUE and hand-crafted. EntQA, GENRE, and
HOSMEL are all trained on the basic training data
with only the (text, mention, entity subtitle) tuples.
GENRE presents a particularly poor performance,
as the search space of the decoder in character-
based languages like Chinese is much larger than
the word-based languages like English. EntQA also
performs worse than HOSMEL because the dense
bi-encoder in EntQA is proved to remember the ro-
bust representations for common entities but strug-
gles to differentiate rarer entities (Sciavolino et al.,
2021). On the contrary, the proposed HOSMEL
builds on a sparse Trie tree and a dense mention
detection model for retrieving the entity candidates,
which can attend to both the common and rare en-

Figure 3: Time and space cost.

tities. The top-45 recall rates of HOSMEL and
EntQA are also reported in Table 2.

Additional Feature’s Performance. We addition-
ally evaluate the hot-swappable ability of HOS-
MEL. We find that when adding a new feature, we
can easily train an additional MacBERT on rela-
tions and the resultant HOSMEL+Relation further
improves 3.71− 5.02% accuracy. On the contrary,
GENRE is unable to leverage the relation features.
EntQA is also prevented as it needs to be retrained
on the new training data where both the entity sub-
title and relation are annotated.

6 Related Work

EL has attracted lots of attention, and many meth-
ods have been studied. Among them, matching-
based methods (Logeswaran et al., 2019; Yamada
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2019b; Fer-
ragina and Scaiella, 2012) and generation-based
methods (Nicola De et al., 2020; De Cao et al.,
2021) are two mainstreams. The former ones usu-
ally use a dense retriever based on the maximum
inner-product search (MIPS) to retrieve entity can-
didates, followed by a cross-encoder to re-rank
them. The later ones frame EL as a seq2seq model
to autoregressively generate the text annotated with
the entities’ identifiers, such as their subtitles. How-
ever, both put all the features together for training,
increasing the difficulty of adjusting for specific
downstream tasks. Since the downstream tasks
usually require specific filtering or additional in-
formation invocation for better EL results, these
EL models need the newly annotated dataset for
retraining, which is costly and inefficient. In addi-
tion, most of them are designed for English, and
only a few (Jin et al., 2019b; Ferragina and Scaiella,
2012) have been released as a ready-to-use toolkit.
HOSMEL is an EL toolkit for Chinese that can
easily adjust to downstream tasks.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We release a Chinese EL toolkit HOSMEL, which
has shown to be an effective, efficient, and inter-
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pretable method due to the hot-swappable mod-
ulized structure. Moreover, for adapting to the
downstream tasks, HOSMEL can be easily im-
proved by training on additional features with lim-
ited training data. Experiments on two question an-
swering benchmarks have demonstrated the time/s-
pace efficiency and the effectiveness compared
with the SOTA EL models, as well as the easy
task adaptation ability. An English version of the
toolkit is planned to be released in the future.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Eq.(1)
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As shown above, the second equation is obtained
according to the Bayes Theorem. The third equa-
tion is derived based on the assumption that the
probability of attribute A1

i is independent against
the other attributes. Then we achieve the fourth
equation according to the general assumption

that the probabilities of attributes are independent
against each other. Finally, by changing the log-
product to sum-log, we show the score of a (men-
tion, entity) pair is equal to the sum of the men-
tion’s score and all the attributes’ scores.

A.2 Experimental Settings

Dataset
KB. For creating a concise KB from XLore, We
filter out the entities that explain the Chinese char-
acters and select the top 10% popular entities by
the edit times. Since we filter the mentions based
on the Trie tree created by the titles and alias names
of all the entities in XLore, to ensure the recall of
unseen mentions in the above popular entities, we
keep the top 15 popular entities for each of these
unseen mentions. The title, subtitle, and the re-
lations except for the alias name of an entity are
available in XLore. To improve the mention’s cov-
erage of the Trie tree, we collect the alias name
of an entity from its relation named “alias” or the
similar meaning.

Test Set. We choose KgCLUE(Xu et al., 2020) and
a hand-crafted dataset, which contains real world
questions with entities we collected from daily life
conversations, as the test sets. Both of them are for
one-hop question answering from the general Chi-
nese open domain KB, which respectively contains
1,673 and 1,597 questions labeled with the topic
entities. Note the fact that, instead of using classic
entity linking data sets, question answering data
sets are selected for evaluation because most previ-
ous entity linking data sets are closer to hyperlink
labels, which makes it easier to achieve a better
performance but lacks the connection to real-world
applications, which is often less similar to the hy-
perlink labels. Although KgCLUE contains its own
KB, a large number of useful entities are filtered
out, and some important features such as the sub-
title are unavailable. Thus we replace its KB with
our created KB from XLore and align the topic en-
tities in the questions to our KB. The hand-crafted
test set contains the questions involving more com-
mon entities, which raises the difficulty of EL, as
common entities are more likely to have ambiguity.
We also provide several formats of the same ques-
tion to increase the question answering difficulty
as well as the topic entity linking difficulty.

Basic Training Data. Instead of collecting the
hyperlinks and the corresponding anchor texts as
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the training data of EL (Logeswaran et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2020), we use the descriptions of the
entities to construct a weak-supervised EL training
dataset, as the hyperlinks are not always available
in some KBs. Specifically, for each entity, we
extract the first sentence from its description that
explicitly mentions the entity’s title or alias name
to compose the training data because the title or
alias name that occurred in the description is highly
probably to mention the entity itself. As a result,
we obtain about 16 million (text, mention, entity
subtitle) tuples as the basic training data.
Additional Training Data for Question Answering.
Since a commonly used feature for question an-
swering is the relation name of an entity, we choose
it as the additional feature. For training an addi-
tional model based on relations, we need to know
the correct relation the input text mentions. Kg-
CLUE’s training data, including 18,000 (question,
mention, entity relation) tuples, exactly satisfy this
demand.
Additional Training Data for Question Answering.
Since a commonly used feature for question an-
swering is the relation name of an entity, we choose
it as the additional feature. For training an addi-
tional model based on relations, we need to know
the correct relation the input text mentions. Kg-
CLUE’s training data, including 18,000 (question,
mention, entity relation) tuples, exactly satisfy this
demand.

Baselines. GENRE trains a seq2seq model to trans-
late the input text into the text annotated with the
mentions and entity subtitles based on a pre-built
Trie tree the same as HOSMEL. EntQA first trains
a bi-encoder to retrieve the entity candidates and
then trains a machine comprehensive model to ex-
tract the mention spans from the input text given
the entity candidates. The scores of the two models
are summed as the final score of a (mention, entity)
pair.

For a fair comparison, all the models are trained
on the basic training data. GENRE needs a full
training of the entire 16 million training data to
encode all the entity information into its parame-
ters. EntQA also requires the use of the full data
to improve the recall for the bi-encoder. HOS-
MEL doesn’t suffer the need to train a bi-encoder,
thus only needs a small amount of the training
data. For training efficiency, we sample and cre-
ate a multiple-choice-like training dataset from the
basic training data with 406,420 (text, mention)

pairs for training the mention detection model and
111,648 (text, mention, entity subtitle) tuples for
training entity disambiguation by subtitle in our
model. Only the proposed HOSMEL is trained
on the additional training data because of its adap-
tation ability. Based on the KgCLUE’s training
data, we create an additional multiple-choice-like
training data with 47,870 (text, mention, entity re-
lation) tuples for training entity disambiguation by
relation.

B Ethical Considerations

For years the press has been arguing the use of AI
and its pros and cons. One advance could be used
in various ways and thus lead to different outcomes.
To take a cultural look at how this work and other
works in similar tracks will take effect, we would
like first to take a brief on how might our work
be used in both good and bad ways, then move
on to applying our advance and ethical reasons for
developing our toolkit, along with privacy issues.

For our demo, the outcome can shift in between
justice and harmful outcomes. EL could be viewed
as having an expert to extract key concepts from
a given text, which means that it could be used in
education to help the students find a related term
in their reading before they fully understand the
field. This could also be used in specialized do-
mains such as biological and pharmaceutical for
fast retrieval of useful concepts (Marrone, 2020).
However, this could also be used in harmful ways.
The chance of EL being used for detecting particu-
lar views in social media might be further applied
to ban a specific group from expressing opinions,
harming freedom of speech and equality. But if we
look at it from a different perspective, if such use
could be controlled by the users of the social media,
potentially people who have difficulties can filter
out the harmful languages to them (Thuraisingham,
2020) and find what they wanted faster.

To ensure our work could be used in the right
way, we extracted our domain from XLore, where
it’s only a general KB without the worry of having
harmful potential entities. We also separated the
features. This raises the challenge to train the rank-
ing model to favor a specific semantic pattern and
thus makes it harder to be used against free speech.
Our work purely ranks the similarity in context
rather than learning the complete set of all entities,
this could prevent the linking result from being
biased to only popular entities (Sciavolino et al.,
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2021), yet we still worry that specific context might
lead to the linking of only popular entities. As a
result, we strongly call for more work conducted
to study the context and candidate similarity in re-
trievals instead of joining the popularity into final
performance for better equality. We noticed that in
recent years the protection for minor languages has
finally drawn more attention (Zhang et al., 2021b),
and one of the reasons for conducting our demon-
stration is the attempt in calling both English and
Chinese, the two most popular languages, speakers
to better consider the difference in languages and
robustness while developing methods not only for
the sake of equality between languages but also for
better protection of the minor languages because
not all languages are like English.

On the other hand, privacy has raised a signifi-
cant portion of attention (Tucker, 2019). It is essen-
tial to discuss how our tool might relate to privacy.
Our demo is based on XLore, which means it only
uses data publicly available on the internet, but the
risk of privacy leakage still remains while being
applied to the downstream tasks. During usage, a
level of caution to prevent privacy issues should
still be kept for the sake of respect. In advance, we
suggest usages of our method to be checked before
actual deployment in a downstream system.

One overall solution to resolve the release of
methods in data science is to discuss and consider
the caution of ethics and respect during education.
Some might argue the key is to take extra care dur-
ing the development of such tools but to notice
critical factors in a system that might lead to harm-
ful usage requires strong integrity and respect to
others. It is only with high ethical standards one
could better consider the design and take better con-
sideration of one’s system during the design and
before releasing.
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